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Corrigendum
Corrigendum to “Phylogeography of the Variable Antshrike (Thamnophilus
caerulescens), a South American passerine distributed along multiple
environmental gradients” [Mol. Phylogenet. Evol. 148 (2020) 106810]
Sergio D. Bolívar-Leguizamóna,⁎, Luís F. Silveiraa, Elizabeth P. Derryberryb, Robb T. Brumfieldc,d,
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b Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996, USA
c Department of Biological Sciences, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
d Museum of Natural Science, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
e Department of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
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The authors regret:
(a) The information of Table 2 has incorrect values in column 6. The
following table has the correct values.
(b) Also, there is a minor typo in the section ‘Data accessibility’, in
the word: ‘alignmentsare’. The correct words are: ‘alignments are’.
The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused.
Table 2
Information theory statistics and ranking of the 16 demographic models evaluated with momi2 using the incomplete matrix (2036 SNPs). For a complete list of
parameter values see Table S9. The most informative models included parameters related to divergence and migration events only.
Rank Type of model Model number Log-lik Number of parameters ΔAIC ωi
1 Migrations & divergence 7 −7290.17 13 0.00 1.00
2 Migrations & divergence 6 −7299.86 9 42.71 5.32E−10
3 Migrations & divergence 4 −7323.52 9 90.03 2.83E−20
4 Migrations & divergence 5 −7345.25 9 133.47 1.04E−29
5 Migrations & divergence 2 −7383.25 4 201.48 1.77E−44
6 Migrations & divergence 3 −7386.64 5 208.27 5.96E−46
7 Migrations, divergence & expansion 10 −7388.48 16 233.95 1.58E−51
8 Migrations, divergence, expansion & bottlenecks 13 −7394.48 16 245.94 3.93E−54
9 Migrations, divergence & expansion 11 −7394.50 16 245.98 3.85E−54
10 Migrations & divergence 1 −7481.58 2 392.14 7.06E−86
11 Migrations, divergence & expansion 12 −7522.21 11 491.41 1.96E−107
12 Migrations, divergence & expansion 9 −7528.52 11 504.03 3.57E−110
13 Migrations, divergence & expansion 8 −7574.60 11 596.18 3.48E−130
14 Migrations, divergence, expansion & bottlenecks 15 −7621.89 13 706.75 3.40E−154
15 Migrations, divergence, expansion & bottlenecks 16 −7724.95 19 896.89 1.75E−195
16 Migrations, divergence, expansion & bottlenecks 14 −7807.85 11 1062.69 1.74E−231
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